ABSTRACT. The mineral dolomite and the uncertainties surrounding its origin have attracted the attention of earth scientists for over a century. The core of the dolomite ''problem'' is the apparent paradox posed by the paucity of dolomite in modern marine depositional environments versus its relative abundance in the sedimentary rock record. Solving this problem requires knowledge of the conditions under which the mineral forms and the rate of precipitation under those conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The composition and distribution of material in geochemical systems are often strongly controlled by reaction kinetics. This control is especially important at earth surface temperatures, as most chemical reaction rates exhibit a positive temperature dependence. If rates of precipitation, dissolution, oxidation, et cetera, are sluggish, systems may maintain distributions far from thermodynamic equilibrium for geologically significant periods of time. Free energy data now exist for a great many minerals, gases, and aqueous species, making calculation of the distance from equilibrium, that is, the extent of over-or undersaturation of a solution with respect to a given mineral, a straightforward matter. However, without corresponding data for reaction rates, equilibrium calculations may be of little use in predicting actual mineral assemblages.
Marine carbonates and dolomite in particular are good examples of the kinetic control of mineral composition and distribution. Surface seawater is strongly oversaturated with respect to ideal dolomite (CaMg(CO 3 ) 2 ), and yet there is little evidence of widespread dolomite precipitation in modern, open marine sediments. Modern dolomite does indeed exist but is common only in certain environments: (1) marginal, restricted, hypersaline regimes such as the Coorong lakes of South Australia (Alderman, 1959) , supratidal lagoons on the island of Bonaire, Netherland Antilles (Deffeyes, Lucia, and Weyl, 1965) , and the sabkhas of the Persian Gulf (Wells, 1962) ; (2) nonmarine lakes such as Deep Spring Lake in eastern California ( Jones, 1961 ( Jones, , 1965 , and other examples (Graf, Eardley, and Shimp, 1961; Calvo and others, 1995; Anadó n and Utrilla, 1993) ; and (3) zones of microbial sulfate reduction, in which porewater alkalinity is greatly enhanced over its seawater value, giving rise to so-called ''organogenic'' dolomite (Baker and Burns, 1985; Compton, 1988; Middelburg, de Lange, and Kreulen, 1990; Kelts and McKenzie, 1982; Vasconcelos and McKenzie, 1997) .
Dolomite is also found in environments ranging from the shallow subtidal (Mazzullo, Bischoff, and Teal, 1995) to supratidal (Carballo, Land, and Miser, 1987) . Various mechanisms have been proposed to account for the rare occurrence of dolomite in these environments, such as tidal pumping of seawater or mixing of meteoric and marine water (Badiozamani, 1973; Land, 1973; Folk and Land, 1975) .
Although there is large uncertainty as to how dolomite forms in modern environments, there is little disagreement that it is at best a very minor constituent of Recent marine sediments. The meager distribution of Recent dolomite contrasts strongly with its common abundance in ancient sedimentary rocks of marine origin, leading to the paradox commonly referred to as the ''dolomite problem.'' Sufficient data regarding the physical and chemical conditions and the rate at which dolomite precipitation proceeds could resolve this problem, and permit an understanding of the true significance of this important mineral in the rock record.
There is a general consensus that the dearth of Recent dolomite reflects a kinetic control, but there are very few measurements of rates of dolomite growth from either field or laboratory settings. Peterson, Bien, and Berner (1963) derived a linear growth rate of ϳ0.5 Åy Ϫ1 from the 14 C ages of size fractions of dolomite crystals taken from muds of Deep Spring Lake, California. This rate is exceedingly slow, and dolomite crystals growing at this rate would require 200 Ma to acquire an edge length of 1 mm. This result is in great contrast with the observed size of Holocene dolomite crystals forming, for example, in the Florida Keys (Carballo, Land, and Miser, 1987) , the Persian Gulf (Baltzer and others, 1994) , and the Coorong (von der Borch, Rubin, and Skinner, 1964) of South Australia. In addition, rates cannot be meaningfully compared without simultaneous measurement of prevailing physico-chemical conditions.
In a preliminary effort to place the few laboratory data available into a meaningful framework, Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) computed dolomite growth rates and solution saturation states from published dolomite synthesis experiments. The relationship between these two independent pieces of information was expressed as a rate law consistent with the hypothesis that the rate of dolomite precipitation is a function of temperature and solution composition. This treatment is similar to that taken with other carbonate minerals, in which the rate is expressed as a simple function of saturation state. Precipitation rates computed from this model agreed closely with age estimates in case studies of sabkha and organogenic dolomite of Recent to Pleistocene age. We also concluded that relatively modest increases in temperature and seawater saturation state could potentially give rise to large increases in the overall rate of dolomite precipitation and a substantial convergence of the relative rates of calcite and dolomite.
The present paper presents an expansion of this initial effort, with the goal of describing how the rate of dolomite crystal growth varies as a function of solution temperature and saturation state. To accomplish this, rates of dolomite crystal growth were measured in a series of laboratory experiments using a circulating seeded reactor at temperatures from ϳ100°to 200°C. The data were used to constrain the parameters of a parabolic rate law,
where ⍀ is the saturation index of the solution with respect to ideal dolomite (a Ca 2ϩa Mg 2ϩa CO 3 2Ϫ 2 /K T,dol ), and n is the order of the overall reaction. The rate constant k is assumed to have an Arrhenius form,
where A is the so-called pre-exponential term, and ⑀ A is the activation energy. This law can be expanded as log r ϭ Ϫ ⑀ A 2.3 RT ϩ log A ϩ n log (⍀ Ϫ 1).
Solving for the free parameters in this law (n, ⑀ A , A) permits calculation of the precipitation rate of dolomite at a given temperature and solution composition. These experiments differ substantially in method from previous laboratory work on dolomite. The majority of past experiments have been conducted in closed bombs, typically reacting CaCo 3 in concentrated CaCl 2 -MgCl 2 solutions under essentially hydrothermal conditions to form dolomite. To be successful, however, this approach demands that relatively large amounts of dolomite form, rendering detection of small extents of reaction problematic. It is further handicapped by uncertainty of the in situ distribution of solution components under the higher temperature conditions of the reactor itself. Analysis of earlier literature data and their application to the present model were described in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) . In more recent work, Malone, Baker, and Burns (1996) observed that the rate of recrystallization of initially disordered (Ca,Mg)-carbonates was a strong function of temperature, and temperature increases produced corresponding increases in MgCO 3 and cation ordering. In adsorption experiments at room temperature and fixed pCO 2 , Brady, Krumhansl, and Papenguth (1996) concluded that dehydration and carbonation of magnesium was the most probable rate-limiting step at low temperatures.
Data available from the literature suggest that dolomites synthesized at temperatures less than ϳ200°C are often calcium-rich and imperfectly ordered. It should be emphasized that these materials, despite their metastability, are distinct from magnesium calcite, and this was the purpose of Graf and Goldsmith's (1956) original introduction of the term protodolomite. It should also be pointed out that although patient experimentalists have not succeeded in synthesizing dolomite at room temperature (Land, 1998) , the total duration of such experiments is still very short compared to the age of Recent dolomite forming, for example, in the Abu Dhabi sabkha of the Persian Gulf or the Coorong lagoons of South Australia. In fact, the results of our experiments suggest that laboratory synthesis of dolomite at ϳ25°C is probably not feasible.
METHODS
Reactor design and analytical methods.-The reactor used in these experiments is similar in design to flow reactors used in solubility and kinetic studies of other minerals and is capable of measuring slow precipitation reactions at moderately elevated temperature and confining pressure. Our general objective was to measure the rate of dolomite precipitation over a sufficient span of temperature and solution composition to resolve the relationship between precipitation rate, temperature, and saturation state. To accomplish this goal, a solution supersaturated with respect to ideal dolomite was circulated at a fixed rate over dolomite seeds of known surface area in a modified plug flow reactor.
In a steady-state plug flow reactor, fluid flows in one end of the reactor vessel, interacts with the reactor contents in a single pass, and exits. This system can be described by (Levenspiel, 1972) 
V, v 0 , c 0 , c f , and r denote reactor volume, volumetric input (ϭ output) flow rate, and input and output concentrations of a component consumed in a reaction having rate r, respectively. The left hand quantity is the residence time of the reactor. The necessity of integrating the rate function in the right hand side of eq (4) is avoided through introduction of a recycle circuit as shown in figure 1. The ratio of the volumetric flow rate of recycled fluid v 1 and that exiting the system v 0 is represented by R,
Reactant concentration and flow rate prevailing at the immediate inlet to the reactor (c 2 , v 2 ) represent the sum of the return (c f , v 1 ) and input (c 0 , v 0 ) flows. We solve for c 2 in Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of hydrothermal flow reactor. Volumetric fluid flows are denoted by v 0 (system input), v 1 (recycled), and v 2 (reactor input); fluid compositions are labeled c 0 (system input), c f (output), c 2 (reactor input). Output flow composition c f is equivalent to that of the in situ reactor fluid providing that the ratio of recycled flow to input flow rate, R ϵ v 1 /v 0 , is large.
terms of the observable quantities R, c 0 , c f :
The volumetric flow at the immediate inlet to the reactor (v 2 ) is the sum of the recycle and input flows (v 1 ϩ v 0 ). By substitution, v 2 ϭ v 0 (R ϩ 1).
By using c f and c 2 as outlet and inlet boundary conditions, the basic equation for this recycle reactor is
In the limit of large R, eq (5) simplifies to
Thus by increasing the recycling rate, the reaction rate may be calculated as a simple difference of input and output concentrations. Precipitation rates are expressed in units of moles cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 by normalizing eq (6) with respect to the total reactive surface area of seed material (S, hereafter assumed equivalent to total surface area) per unit reactor volume,
The experimental setup consists of an input pump, reaction vessel, pressure and temperature regulators, recirculation pumps, and pH electrode cell ( fig. 1 ). The reactor proper consists of a tubular titanium vessel fitted with permanent upper and lower removable frits (2 µm pore size) that confine the solid dolomite seed material. Pressure connections at both ends of the reactor tube consist of cone fittings and tubing adapters held in place by threaded collars. The top collar accepts a short coupling tube, surmounted by a large cross that contains pressure gauge, thermocouple, and fluid exit ports and adapters.
All wetted parts of the reaction vessel proper, including frits, compression rings, upper coupling tube, and lower adapter are composed of commercial titantium alloy (Ti4A16V, High Pressure Equipment Corporation). Fluid is introduced into the system by the input pump (v 0 ϳ 0.2 to 0.7 mL min Ϫ1 ). Fluid arrives at the base of the reactor after transit through a preheater circuit consisting of Hastelloy-C tubing coiled around the length of the reactor. The reaction vessel and preheater circuit reside within a tubular ceramic furnace. Temperature is measured by a thermocouple ('E'-type chromeconstantan with Inconel sheath) fitted in the reactor flow stream such that is grounded junction sits immediately above the upper frit. Initial testing of the reactor by mounting surface thermocouples showed thermal gradients of less than 1°C over the reaction volume during recycle operation at temperatures up to ϳ200°C. Thermocouple output is measured by a pen recorder and microprocessor-controlled relay that in turn controls furnace output. Fluid exits the reactor through a short cooling loop and is received by a gas-loaded back pressure regulator that fixes the confining pressure of the system.
After leaving the high pressure regulator, reacted fluid passes through an in-line titanium filter and enters a low pressure circuit ( 1 ⁄8 inch PEEK tubing and fittings) through which it either exits the system or enters the recycle circuit. Pressure in this area is maintained at ϳ100 psi by a smaller in-line back pressure regulator to suppress possible boiling and recycle pump input valve cavitation. Exiting fluid is delivered through thick-walled microbore Teflon tubing and a 0.22 µm filter to a 25°C pH cell and collected for analysis as described below. Two dual-piston high pressure reciprocating pumps ( 1 ⁄8 inch pistons) return fluid to the reactor at a cumulative rate of ϳ20 mL/min, yielding a maximum recycling ratio of ϳ100. Total system volume is ϳ60 mL.
Experiments were conducted by loading the reactor with approx 5 g of seed dolomite. The system is initially purged with deionized water and allowed to reach run temperature. Operating temperatures of ϳ150°C are reached in approx 20 to 30 min; temperatures of ϳ200°C require about 1 hr. Typically the system was run at temperature with pure water for 12 hrs prior to introduction of stock input solutions. This delay served two purposes. First, the approach to run temperature typically exceeded the setpoint target and oscillated somewhat, until operating thermal gradients of components downstream of the reactor volume were established. Temperature overshoots in the presence of reactant solutions supersaturated with respect to unwanted carbonate phases (for example, calcite) could result in their nucleation. Introduction of reactant solutions was thus delayed until stable run temperatures had been achieved. Second, this delay served to homogenize and prepare the seed surface by minimizing soluble artifacts.
Input solutions are diluted mixtures of reagent grade stocks of CaCl 2 , MgCl 2 , and NaHCO 3 . The solution was contained in a large carboy bubbled with a CO 2 -N 2 mixture. Gas mixing was accomplished in a calibrated dual tube rotameter fitted with precision needle valves. Selection of appropriate diameter tubes and float densities thus provided a wide range of possible pCO 2 values. The gas mixture was saturated by bubbling initially through deionized water prior to introduction into the input solution carboy.
Fluid output samples were collected over intervals of about 4 hrs of reactor run time. The overall duration of each run was dictated by the time necessary to reach a steady state rate. This ''induction period'' was variable in duration, ranging from 12 to 48 hrs, with little apparent relation to the conditions of the experiment. Once steady state behavior was achieved, the reaction rate was calculated by averaging output concentrations over at least 24 hrs of reaction operation.
Hydrogen ion activity was measured prior to sample collection with a Corning model 350 pH meter and combination glass electrode mounted in a specially designed 25°C plexiglass flow cell. The cell volume and electrode membrane were closed with respect to the atmosphere, although a small head space was maintained within the cell to act as a bubble trap and to minimize any effects due to differential fluid pressure on the electrode itself. The electrode was calibrated by loading pH 4 and pH 7 NIST-traceable buffers into the cell at the beginning of a sample collection period and recalibrated after sample collection was complete. Both input and output solution pH could be measured in this manner. Corrections due to drift in the electrode's calibration were made by assuming the slope and intercept to be linear functions of time t, and interpolating pH(t) appropriately. Only during instances of obviously poor electrode performance was this correction significant.
Both input (unreacted) and output (reacted) solutions were titrated for total alkalinity, total dissolved calcium, total alkaline earths, and total chloride. Total alkalinity (versus total carbon) and pH were chosen as carbon system constraints because of substantial gas phase separation observed in the fluid sample, especially apparent when gas-tight syringes were employed to collect fluid. This was due both to the length of time required to retrieve a sufficiently large volume of sample for analysis and the high CO 2 fugacities of most of the experiments. This loss of dissolved CO 2 has no effect on total alkalinity, whereas trial coulometric titrations of syringe-collected samples showed up to 20 percent loss of the total disolved carbon calculated from inline pH and alkalinity.
Although some initial gas evolution would also occur in the head space overlying the electrode in the pH cell, this small volume rapidly equilibrated with the output fluid, as could be seen by monitoring pH after assembly of the cell. Once equilibrated, the pCO 2 of this headspace volume should essentially reflect saturation with respect to the dissolved CO 2 , and accurate pH measurements and downstream fluid recoveries could begin. In addition, because of their sensitivity to changes in the state of the system, pH and alkalinity data were often used as indicators of a steady state reactor condition.
The errors attending these analyses and thus their contribution to the calculation of the rate represented by a given sample are relatively small (table 1) . In virtually all the data presented, rates are calculated either on the basis of changes in total alkalinity or total divalent cations. If the overall precipitation reaction proceeds as
then the change in total dissolved cations (in equivalents) must also be attended by an equal change in total alkalinity. Although the precision in total alkalinity measurements was often poorer (ϳ0.3 percent) than that of total divalent cations (Ͻ0.1 percent), most experiments were conducted in solutions whose total cation concentration was an order of magnitude greater than the total alkalinity. For example, a loss due to reaction of 100 µmoles/kg in divalent cations (ϳ1 percent of total) would be met with a corresponding change in alkalinity of 200 µeq/kg (20 percent of total). This leverage often made total alkalinity the quantity of choice in rate calculations. Seed material was prepared from large cleavage rhombs of a metamorphic grade vein dolomite from Selsvann (Aust Agder county) Norway, obtained from Ward's Natural Science Supply. Preparation consisted of separation of the 212 to 500 and 90 to 212 µm fraction by grinding and sieving under acetone, followed by brief washing in 10 percent HCl, final rinsing in distilled water, and drying at 60°C.
Acid washing prior to reaction resulted in dissolution in the form of rounding of interfacial angles, subhedral boundaries, and development of etch pits ( fig. 2) . Aside from those grains that had suffered obvious fracture, most displayed good rhombic cleavage and well developed cleavage surfaces. Many surfaces were essentially devoid of noticeable topographic features other than a more or less evenly distributed population of etch pits. This lack of surface development made identification of growth features in reacted grains straightforward.
Seed materials were analyzed in a SCINTAG PAD-V automated X-ray diffractometer using Cu-K␣ radiation. Samples were prepared as powder smears by grinding under acetone and mounting on zero-background slides. Diffraction data were collected in step Analytical methods and errors of analysis scans of 0.02°2⌰ steps, scanning at 2 to 5 sec per step to minimize background noise. The computed d-spacing of the primary 510146 1 and secondary diffraction peaks agreed with the entry for ideal dolomite obtained from the JCPDF database to the precision of the instrument. For analysis of reacted samples where the accuracy of absolute peak positions was critical, fluorite (ϳ10 wt percent) was added as reference material. The presence of strong and well-defined principal superstructure reflections in the seed material indicated a well-ordered dolomite phase.
Seed materials and reaction products were also examined under a Zeiss Model AG350 electron microscope equipped with secondary and backscatter electron detectors and energy-dispersive (EDS) spectrometer. The composition of unreacted seed materials was determined by extensive EDS analysis and indicated a very homogeneous and essentially perfect 1:1 ratio of Ca to Mg. These data agreed with additional EGTA/ EDTA determinations of Ca and Mg in the seed dolomite. It should be noted, however, that EDS provides only a semi-quantitative estimate of elemental composition (the instrument used an internal calibration which was checked against the Ca and Mg composition of seed dolomite grains at sites where topographic artifacts were minimized). SEM imaging also indicated a trace contribution of Fe and Mn in the form of oxide and silicate inclusions. These inclusions were not observed in reacted grains and presumably dissolved during reaction. These trace phases may also have been the source of a single, very low intensity diffraction peak (essentially at background) observed in unreacted grains and absent in reacted samples. Samples retrieved after lengthy reaction times at high temperatures were also typically discolored with small flecks of material. SEM/EDS analysis indicated these to be µm-sized particles of Fe, Ni, or Cr, probably contributed from the preheater tubing loop. The effect of these contaminants on any reaction kinetics is unknown; however, there was no indication from surface imaging that they interfered with growth of new material. ICP-ES analysis of reacted solutions from a single run at 150°C could not detect these elements.
Surface area was estimated geometrically from SEM images. In addition, specific surface area of selected samples was analyzed by Micromeritics Laboratory, Norcross, Georgia, using single point BET analysis, with Kr gas as the adsorbate gas.
1 All 5hkil6 notations are made with respect to the hexagonal unit cell. High temperature equilibria.-In order to relate measured rates of precipitation to mineral saturation index, an aqueous model was developed appropriate to computing ionic activities and speciation under the conditions that prevail in situ within the reactor volume. Of obvious importance is the accurate representation of the carbonic acid system at temperature, from pH and total alkalinity measured at 25°C. This is accomplished through detailed balancing of all solution components, including total hydrogen ion and water, as described in Reed (1982) . Other relevant aspects of this computerdriven ion association model include the ability to introduce arbitrary constraints of saturation state with respect to minerals and gases of interest and compute the mass transfer between solid and gaseous reservoirs necessary to maintain these constraints; the use of an internally consistent thermodynamic database for mineral solubility and dissociation of aqueous complexes computed from free energy data generated largely by the program SUPCRT92 , incorporating the revised HKF thermodynamic formalism (Helgeson, Kirkham, and Flowers, 1981; Tanger and Helgeson, 1988; Shock and others, 1992) , for the temperature and pressure of interest. The equilibrium activities of dissolved components (H ϩ , H 2 O, Na ϩ , HCO 3 Ϫ , Ca 2ϩ , Mg 2ϩ , Cl Ϫ ) is found through iterative solution of the following simultaneous equations:
with optional constraints,
A description of the terms in eq (7) is given in table 2. (Reed, 1982; Reed and Spycher, 1984 equilibrium constant of the j th complex K k equilibrium constant of the k th mineral or gas k total moles of k th mineral or gas added to satisfy equilibrium constraints a k activity (or fugacity) of the k th mineral (or gas) A hj stoichiometric matrix relating the composition of the j th complex to the h th basis component C ij identical to A hj except when total alkalinity is used as a carbon constraint B ik stoichiometric matrix relating the composition of the k th mineral or gas to the i th basis component
Parameter list for equilibrium model described by eq (7). Basis components are chosen such that their total number is the minimum required to describe completely the system's composition at a given temperature and pressure; they are denoted by indices h or i. Note that hydrogen ion is included as a basis component, and ''total hydrogen'' is used to constrain pH at temperature
Dolomite.-The precipitation experiments ranged in temperature from 115°to 196°C, using solutions having variable mixtures of CaCl 2 , MgCl 2 , and NaHCO 3 under various pCO 2 atmospheres. The original dolomite seed grains retrieved from the reactor after these experiments showed clear evidence of precipitation of new material of dolomite composition. The composition, texture, and extent of development of this new phase was variable. To some extent this variability could be related to the conditions of the experiment, as described below. Coprecipitated phases, including calcite, magnesian calcite, and magnesite (MgCO 3 ), were also identified by SEM/EDS and XRD. The appearance of these phases is confirmed by reacted fluid chemistry. A summary of the experimental runs appears in table 3.
The spatial distribution of visible growth on reacted grains was variable, with many surfaces showing obvious and extensive modification, compared with only minor development along adjacent surfaces of the same grain. The most salient distinction to be made was whether new dolomite had formed as a result of syntaxial or epitaxial growth. Syntaxial growth appears essentially as the migration of steps, progradation of existing crystal faces, and development of complex surface frameworks. In contrast, epitaxial growth appears as the development of distinct crystal nuclei, although the orientation and distribution of growth units may occur in a regular pattern suggestive of control by the underlying substrate. Syntaxial growth of new dolomite predominates in all samples except those reacted at high supersaturation, where it is also accompanied by coprecipitated phases (magnesian calcite and magnesite). These two modes of growth are discussed separately below.
Characteristic styles of syntaxial growth from run Ti10 (170°-196°C) are shown in figure 3. Growth was most commonly developed as thinly aggregated terraces ( fig. 3 , top row). Lateral migration of steps was apparently favored along certain crystallographic faces, creating an irregular face of step edges in various stages of advancement ( fig. 3 , bottom left). EDS analysis of these areas showed them to range from 52 to 59 percent CaCO 3 in good agreement with the range of data from fluid chemistry. In addition, grain boundaries previously compromised and rounded by etching became sites for reconstruction through advance of steps toward the intersection of crystallographic faces ( fig. 3 , bottom right).
In experiments supersaturated with respect to calcite and dolomite (run Ti12, 150°C), unique intergrowths of dolomite, magnesian calcite, and essentially pure calcite were observed. The composition of individual growth layers is distinguished by EDS data. These differences in mineralogy are also apparent to some extent from differences in contrast in backscattered electron images ( fig. 4) . Fluid chemistry data confirm development of essentially pure calcite during certain phases of this experiment.
Samples reacted at high supersaturation with respect to dolomite (log⍀ ϳ 2, run Ti01, 150°C) showed surface nucleation of other carbonate phases as well. The development of new heteronuclei on seed material surfaces is shown in figure 5 , having compositions of magnesite, magnesian calcite, and dolomite. Growth of magnesite proceeds by the nucleation of submicron rhombic crystallites, often exhibiting irregular or curved faces ( fig. 5 , bottom right). This experiment (run Ti01) is the only one in which magnesite developed, and magnesite was observed only epitaxially, that is, not in apparent crystallographic continuity either with the dolomite substrate or dolomite phase overgrowths thereof. In contrast, epitaxial growth of dolomite and magnesian calcite appears to begin with the development of irregular submicron particles that coalesce to form larger rhombs. These rhombs can be seen in various intermediate stages of development, with irregular edges and faces forming prior to subsequent infilling (fig. 5, bottom left). Backscatter SEM also shows some contrast between newly crystallizing Syntaxial overgrowth of the substrate in this run was visible as the infilling of etch pits and the formation of a bumpy, irregular surface, compositionally indistinguishable under EDS from unreacted substrate material. Dolomite heteronuclei were somewhat more calcium-rich, having between 53.2 to 58.5 percent CaCO 3 , with some spot analyses encountering compositions slightly greater than 60 percent CaCO 3 . Magnesian calcite compositions have an average composition from EDS of 85 percent CaCO 3 . The alignment of magnesian calcite and dolomite rhombs suggests an underlying crystallographic control by the substrate.
Magnesian calcite.-In experiments of long duration designed to explore the influence of variations in pH (pCO 2 ) at fixed temperature (run Ti11, 135°C), the appearance of magnesian calcite was found to exert a strong control over the effective precipitation rate of dolomite. Figure 6 shows data collected as pH was increased in a stepwise fashion by decreasing the pCO 2 of the input solution. Although comparison of differences in total alkalinity (⌬A T ) and total divalent cations (⌬M 2ϩ ) indicates a good mass balance ( fig. 6 , top left), evaluation of the differences in calcium and magnesium uptake suggests growth of a phase more calcium-rich than the calcian dolomites typical of most runs ( fig. 6 , bottom left). This is confirmed by XRD data ( fig. 7, top) , which indicate appearance of a magnesian calcite. Composition of this phase was determined through linear regression of structure refinement data taken from Bischoff (1985) This composition is used to calculate the comparative growth rates for magnesian calcite and dolomite. Because the extent of surface area involved in each reaction is not known, we cannot calculate the absolute rate for each mineral. Despite the uncertainty regarding area, the comparison of bulk rates for calcite and dolomite still yields some insight into the competitive kinetics these two minerals. This is summarized in the bottom right panel of figure 6 , which suggests that precipitation of magnesian calcite can occur at the expense of dolomite and apparently can also drive dissolution of newly formed, soluble dolomite. Calculation of saturation state revealed moderate supersaturation with respect to pure calcite (log ⍀ between 0.18 and 0.21).
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON DOLOMITE PRECIPITATION RATE
In order to quantify the effect of temperature on dolomite precipitation rate, a series of experiments was run in which temperature was varied while holding the bulk composition of the input fluid (including pCO 2 ) constant. The reaction was allowed to proceed for a lengthy induction period (46 days at ϳ180°C), with the intention of allowing the reactive surface to mature and thus allow for a relatively constant surface area term throughout the experiment. Rates were then measured at 196, 186, 180, 176, and 170°C. The reactant fluid compositions, pH (25°C), and steady state precipitation rates are presented in table 3. These data were then used to compute activation energy, according to the relation,
The ellipsis in eq (8) encumbers terms assumed to be invariant over this span of temperature. Difficulties with this assumption are discussed below. There is no indication that any phase other than dolomite precipitated in these runs. Solutions are undersaturated at these temperatures with respect to all carbonate mineral phases except dolomite and magnesite. The mass balances between calcium and magnesium and between alkalinity and total cations are shown in figure 8 (top row). Figure 8 (bottom left) also compares the computed stoichiometry of the newly formed solid phase with that of the observed range in natural dolomite composition. The run at 170°C shows an incremental uptake of calcium and magnesium; however, the total alkalinity data indicate dissolution at this temperature. 2 X-ray powder diffraction data carefully collected from reacted seed materials indicated no phase other than dolomite present, and no shift in absolute position of the 510146 peak was found in comparisons of unreacted and reacted samples. However, this result only indicates that the product phase is compositionally indistinguishable from stoichiometric dolomite. The total growth over the entire experiment was ϳ1 percent of the seed material. Although this extent of growth would have been sufficient to reveal any compositional differences between the seed dolomite and the new phase, it is too 2 At 170°C, the solution is ϳ0.9 log units oversaturated with respect to ideal dolomite. Thus the product surface phase differs in apparent solubility by at least this much. If we make the dubious assumption that this difference in solubility is not a function of temperature, we may extrapolate it to 25°C to give an apparent ion activity product (a Ca 2ϩa Mg 2ϩa CO 3 2Ϫ 2 /K T,dol ), of 10 ϳϪ17 , well within the range of previous estimates (Morse and Mackenzie, 1990 ). show good charge balance (diagonal line is ideal relationship). Top Right: Total alkalinity (⌬A T ) decreases in linear correspondence to a H ϩ. Bottom Left: Changes in calcium are greater than corresponding changes in magnesium, indicating formation of calcium-rich phase(s). Bottom Right: Normalized dolomite versus magnesian calcite (hmc) precipitation rates. Rates for each phase are computed using the estimated Mg content of the coprecipitated magnesian calcite (Fig. 7) and assuming a calcian dolomite (57 percent CaCO 3 ). Negative slopes (including those developed during apparent dolomite dissolution) suggest that magnesian calcite precipitation occurred at the expense of dolomite.
small to reveal any differences in cation ordering. The principal superstructure reflections (510116, 501156, and 502216) are of low intensity even in perfectly ordered dolomite. Thus the fact that no differences were noted either in 2⌰ position or in the height or width of these peaks between reacted and unreacted samples is not conclusive. The fact Fig. 7 . X-ray diffraction and SEM data, run Ti11. Top: Detail of diffractogram shows development of magnesian calcite (heavy line), whose 510146 peak position of 29.84 degrees 2⌰ gives a d-spacing of 2.992 Å (peak positions are corrected to a fluorite standard). This d-spacing corresponds to the composition Mg 0.15 Ca 0.85 CO 3 using relationships computed from data of Bischoff (1985) . Vertical axis is normalized intensity. Also shown for reference is unreacted seed material (light line). Bottom: SEM image of Ti11 reacted surface, scale bar 20 µm. Sites A and D are magnesian calcite (15.3 and 11.7 percent MgCO 3 , respectively).
that fluid chemistries reflect excess calcium uptake ( fig. 8, top and bottom left) suggests that the new phase is at least partially disordered.
Activation energy is computed according to eq (8) by plotting the log rate versus reciprocal absolute temperature and computing a linear regression ( fig. 9 ). The rate is represented purely as the difference between input and output concentrations, in terms of total alkalinity and divalent cations.
Uncertainties in the activation energy were approximated by computing the significance for each log rate and using this term to apply appropriate weights in a 2 minimization (Bevington and Robinson, 1992; Press and others, 1994) . The activation energy computed from total alkalinity differences (⌬A T ) is the largest at 31.9 Ϯ 1.6 kcal mol Ϫ1 . Energies using the divalent cation data yield substantially lower energies, larger uncertainties, and poorer fits and can be safely discarded on the basis that they are less than calcite (on a per mole-CO 3 basis). A summary of these regressions appears in table 4. Activation energy can be understood as the size of the energy barrier that reactants must surmount in order to become products. As we shall endeavor to show, dolomite precipitation is indeed a slow reaction at low temperature under most conditions (reflecting in part the size of the ''frequency factor'' A in eq (3). Because activation energy scales the response of the rate to changes in temperature, reactions having a large activation energy that proceed imperceptibility at low temperatures may show very significant increases in rate with relatively small increases in temperature.
Because our rate law is a function of the distance from equilibrium and not simply bulk solution composition, the assumption of temperature invariance in all righthand terms in eq (8) is not exactly true. First, the sum of the standard state chemical potentials for the dolomite precipitation reaction will change directly and indirectly as aqueous species redistribute themselves. This is shown in figure 10 by calculating the chemical potentials and activities with respect to temperature for the reaction involving basis components, using a 25°C starting composition similar to that used in these experiments. We observe that despite the decreasing availability of dissolved reactants (note the conversion of HCO 3 Ϫ and CO 3 2Ϫ to CO 2 with increasing temperature in fig. 10 ), the increasingly negative free energy of reaction to form ideal dolomite yields a region of Fig. 9 . Dolomite activation energy. Relationship of reciprocal absolute temperature and log of differences in total alkalinity (open circles, ⌬A T ) between input and output solutions. Divalent cation data (M 2ϩ , square symbols) are also shown for comparison. In addition to the principal regression computed using total alkalinity (heavy line), the slope calculated from Gaines (1968) is also shown (light line), using the 196°C point as an anchor. Activation energies in legend are in kcal mol Ϫ1 , and r ab is the correlation coefficient of the ⌬A T fit. favorable reaction at temperatures տ150°C. However, the assumption above is only reasonable if n⌬ r µ (or its temperature derivative) is small compared to ⑀ A over the span of experimental temperatures.
Second, we have made the assumption that it is the distance from equilibrium with respect to ideal dolomite and not a phase rendered more soluble by calcium enrichment and cation disordering that drives this reaction. Changes in cation ordering with temperature, so characteristic of dolomite crystal chemistry (Goldsmith, 1983; Morse and Mackenzie, 1990) , are indeed probably a feature of the dolomite phase forming in Decreasing activities of free calcium and magnesium with temperature correspond to increasing association with carbonate and bicarbonate. Carbonate ion activity refers to righthand scale. Right: Chemical potential for reaction to form ideal dolomite from basis components, using the starting composition shown in left frame. Shaded region of dolomite supersaturation is a function largely of its decreasing solubility with respect to temperature. these experiments. The use of ideal dolomite in ⍀ calculations is necessitated by the overall uncertainty in dolomite's solubility and the positive free energy contributions of cation disordering and excess calcium. Third, because of the high ratio of solid surface area to solution, changes in reaction rate also have an effect on solution chemistry. Increases in the rate by virtue of temperature also brought about increased consumption of reactants, which in turn served to depress the ion activity product and in turn probably depressed the rate. As a result, steady state saturation indices actually decreased with increasing temperature. Had the reactor been capable of maintaining a truly constant saturation index independent of temperature and reaction rate, measured rates at the higher temperatures would most likely have been higher still, giving a greater slope in figure 9 , and thus a higher computed activation energy. Thus the calculated value of 31.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 most likely represents a minimum value.
Last, changes in the dominant reaction mechanism with temperature may give rise to corresponding changes in activation energy, visible as changes in slope in figure 9 . These uncertainties clearly endow the derived parameters in the rate equation with nontrivial errors that are difficult to quantify. Subsequent work, particularly in the form of detailed solubility measurements as a function of temperature and solid phase composition, may no doubt reveal more complex governing relationships at work than those implicit in this simple treatment.
The value of 31.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 is also lower than the value of 42.1 kcal mol Ϫ1 obtained from an analysis of unpublished data from Gaines (1968, rates computed from 220°2 50°C; see also Arvidson and Mackenzie, 1997 ) which in turn is lower still than the only published value of 49 kcal mol Ϫ1 , determined from rates at temperatures from 252°to 295°C by Katz and Matthews (1977) . 3 This begs the question, how is activation energy dependent on the properties of the newly forming dolomite phase?
Answers to this question must be somewhat speculative in nature given the precision, temperature range, and small number of data. Furthermore it is not possible to calculate satisfactorily an error estimate for either of the other two numbers, which is necessary given the sensitivity of the slope Ϫ⑀ A /R to errors in rate measurement ( fig. 9 and table 4). It is conceivable that the differences in apparent activation energy arise from the differences in experimental regimes. For example, in the experiments of Gaines (1968) and Katz and Matthews (1977) , growth of dolomite took place in brines with a very large excess of CaCl 2 -MgCl 2 over dissolved carbon, whose only source is dissolution of CaCO 3 reactant.
More likely, however, the discrepancies in energy reflect differences in the composition and cation ordering of the dolomite phase. The increasing error in the apparent stoichiometry with decreasing temperature (fig. 8 , bottom left) makes it difficult to discern any significant changes in stoichiometry with temperature from our data. However, based on fluid chemistry data alone, the phases produced also tend to be richer in calcium compared with those produced in earlier published experiments at higher temperatures. For example, all end phase dolomites produced from 252°to 295°C in Katz and Matthews (1997) are essentially stoichiometric, with only ϳ Ϯ1 percent excess calcium or magnesium. The stoichiometry of recrystallized dolomite also tends to improve with increasing temperature, and the composition of first-formed dolomite phases at any temperature tends to be richer in calcium compared to subsequent phases (50°-200°C, Malone, Baker, and Burns, 1996) . Gaines (1968) also observed an increase in MgCO 3 with increasing temperature (220°-250°C), although the same effect in his experiments could be observed at fixed temperature (200 and 220°C) as the ratio of magnesium to calcium in solution was increased from 0.5 to 1.0 (his table 2, p. 30). It is thus possible that the lower activation energy observed reflects a reduced energy barrier to forming calcian dolomities.
3 Activation energies computed from their data range from 46 to 50 kcal mol Ϫ1
The reduction in activation energy with increase in excess calcium content must be ultimately related to the differences in energy requirements of dehydrating calcium versus magnesium ion prior to incorporation within the growing dolomite lattice. The importance of magnesium on dehydration has been considered in detail by Lippmann (1973) , and is also relevant in terms of the link between dolomite and evaporitic environments, where water activity is potentially minimized. This can be illustrated by comparing magnesite with calcite. Lippmann (1973) , using hydration enthalpy data from Noyes (1962) and a model for the electrostatic energy of the ion-dipole bond as a function of ionic radius and dipole moment, estimated the activation energy for magnesite growth to be 12.8 kcal mol Ϫ1 greater than that for calcite. Both minerals have similar solubilities (10 Ϫ8.48 versus ϳ 10 Ϫ8.04 ), and they are structural isotypes. If we assume that the mechanism of growth is identical in both minerals (and thus that the values for frequency factor and reaction order are identical), then the log ratio of their rates is proportional to the differences in activation energies (compare p. 82, Lippmann, 1973) , log r cal r mag ϭ ⌬⑀ A
2.303RT
In equivalently supersaturated solutions, this number is ϳ10 at 25°C. This very large difference in estimated rates is reflected in the distribution of magnesite in modern surface environments, whose scarcity rivals that of dolomite. If dolomite growth is viewed as a process of constructing alternating layers of calcite and magnesite, then the rate of dolomite growth may be essentially limited by that of the ''magnesite'' layer. If, at a given temperature, dehydration of calcium requires less energy than magnesium, calcium may become incorporated in its stead in spite of its overall destabilizing influence on the bulk solid. The greater ease of calcium versus magnesium incorporation at this step is thus reflected in a reduction in activation energy for the dolomite crystal. Lippmann (1973) has carried this model somewhat further in postulating that it is the influence of ''activated'' carbonate ions that accelerate the rate of magnesite growth. These anions, by virtue of greater translational or vibrational energy, can displace water dipoles bonded to surface cations. Carbonate anions, because of their larger size, are less completely hydrated and thus can attract more cations and start the process anew. In this sense, carbonate anions compete for surface cations with water dipoles. With respect to dolomite growth, this model draws some support from the fact that much of the increase in saturation index for data used to constrain the rate law of Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) comes about from carbonate ion activity.
If the rate of dolomite growth is fundamentally limited by the incorporation of magnesium in the MgCO 3 layer, then one would expect its activation energy to be related to those of the magnesium-bearing single carbonates. This expectation is also anticipated by the essentially linear relationship between excess calcium and enthalpy observed by Chai, Navrotsky, and Reeder (1995) . The activation energy for calcite is relatively well known, and we have used the value of 9.4 Ϯ 0.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 from Kazmierczak, Tomson, and Nancollas (1982) . Using the difference of 12.8 kcal mol Ϫ1 computed by Lippmann (1973) yields a theoretical value of 22.2 kcal mol Ϫ1 for magnesite. To portray the activation energy for all phases on the same scale, we must divide dolomite's activation energy in half to give units of kilocalories per mole of single carbonate, Ca 1Ϫx Mg x CO 3 . The results are shown in figure 11 .
It is apparent that the activation energy observed for the dolomite phase formed in this experiment is slightly higher than that predicted by assuming magnesium dehydration to be the controlling step. This difference probably reflects the energy of (partial) ordering. Comparison with the energy calculated for relatively well-ordered dolomites synthesized by Gaines (1968) shows an increase of ϳ11 kcal mol Ϫ1 over the linear value. This activation energy associated with the ordering reaction is in at least qualitative agreement with values ranging from 8 to 11 kcal mol Ϫ1 computed using data from Malone, Baker, and Burns (1996) for the rate of recrystallization of disordered Ca-Mg carbonate starting materials to ordered phases over the temperature range 98°to 197°C.
GENERAL RATE LAW FOR DOLOMITE PRECIPITATION
We may now combine these rate data with those available from the literature. These ''literature'' values are discussed in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997; see also Arvidson, 1998) and remain unchanged except that saturation states were recalculated using our aqueous model for consistency. 4 The dataset in its entirety appears in table 5. Fig. 11 . Relationship of activation energy to dolomite composition. A linear relationship is assumed for the change in activation energy with MgCO 3 , using energies for calcite (Kazmierczak, Tomson, and Nancollas, 1982) and magnesite (computed from Lippmann, 1973) . Despite the extent of calcium enrichment in dolomites synthesized in this work, their activation energy is only slightly in excess of that predicted for magnesium dehydration only: this implies some activation energy involved in cation ordering. This compares favorably with data computed from Gaines (1968) , in which relatively well-ordered phases were formed. If ordering in the latter case is assumed to be essentially perfect, the activation energy involved in ordering is calculated to be ϳ11 kcal (per mole of CaMg(CO 3 ) 2 ).
Values for the parameters n and log A are obtained by computing a regression for these data according to the original expression in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) :
The value for activation energy computed earlier (31.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 ) is used. It should be noted that data judged to be of poor quality, either because of problems with the reactor itself or because of uncertainties regarding the effect of coprecipitating phases, were excluded from this treatment. The one exception is the inclusion of data from run Ti01, in which magnesite and magnesian calcite were also found. These phases, developed as heteronuclei on the surface of the dolomite substrate, should have had the effect of reducing the surface available for dolomite growth. Therefore the rate appearing in table 5 probably represents a minimum value, because it was computed by assigning the total surface area to dolomite precipitation. The reason for including this datum is to exert as much constraint as possible on the high saturation end of the curve. Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) and appear here with recomputed saturation states. Surface area was estimated by geometric means (''sem'') or by BET method where indicated.
Errors for all rates (except those computed from published hydrothermal bomb experiments) have been estimated by combining the titration errors with the uncertainty in the activation energy value using standard propagation of error. No provision is made for errors in saturation state calculations. Surface area data from BET analysis are used where available. BET areas were generally higher than geometric areas for reacted samples from runs Ti08, Ti09, and Ti10. SEM images of these samples also showed large enhancements of surface area through development of growth features. Although mixing of geometric and BET estimates may not be altogether prudent, this did provide a means of reconciling the visible differences in surface area among samples that simple geometric estimates do not provide.
The regression results appear in figure 12 . Inclusion of data only from early, high supersaturation experiments using geometric area estimates results in an overall reaction order of 2.26 and frequency factor log A of 1.05. Regression of all data (including those derived from the literature) causes the order to diminish to 1.88 but increases the log frequency term by more than an order of magnitude to 2.09.
Our rate expression is a nonlinear function of its parameters, activation energy, and order. The values obtained by regression for these parameters are sensitive to errors in the observables (rates and saturation indices), and the computed model rate will thus also be sensitive to the parameter values chosen from the regression analysis. These depen- Fig. 12 . Dolomite reaction order (n) and frequency factor (log A). These parameters are computed through regression of existing dataset and appear together with the correlation coefficient (R) in the box in the lower righthand corner. Open circle symbols refer to literature data, described in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) , closed circles to experiments conducted at higher supersaturations in which surface area was estimated from SEM images (sem), and open square symbols to experiments at lower supersaturations and generally higher temperatures where surface area was measured by BET analysis (bet). Regressions are computed using both the high supersaturation data alone (sem) and all data (all). Both lines assume an activation energy of 31.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 . dencies are also not separable, that is, selection of a new parameter value, for example activation energy, necessarily changes the fitted values of order and frequency. These interactions are explored further by computing model fits using different values for activation energy. In figure 13 , orders, frequencies, and the resulting 25°C rate constants have been computed using a span of activation energies: 25, 31.9, 42.1, and 48 kcal mol Ϫ1 . The latter two values are taken from the analysis of data from Gaines (1968, see also Arvidson and Mackenzie, 1997) and published values from Katz and Matthews (1977) , respectively. The strong sensitivity of the model rate is clearly shown through the change in the rate constant extrapolated to 25°C, which varies inversely by ϳ0.3 log units per kcal of activation energy. Thus as the temperature dependence of the rate (measured at high temperatures) increases, the extrapolated value of the rate at earth surface temperatures decreases dramatically.
The relationships expressed in figure 12 do confirm our original working hypothesis (Arvidson and Mackenzie, 1997) that dolomite precipitation rate is a positive function of the distance from equilibrium. At this point it is difficult to evaluate whether the apparent scatter in the data reflect (in addition to uncertainties in surface area) differences in composition (and thus cation ordering) of the phase under reaction. The enthalpy data of Chai, Navrotsky, and Reeder (1995) suggests that solubility is a very strong function of the extent of calcium substitution. Thus the ''distance'' from equilibrium of the phase undergoing precipitation should vary according to its composition. Spot EDS analyses of what is clearly new dolomite to run Ti10 (170°-196°C, fig. 3 ) do show it to be calcium-rich in composition, in agreement with the fluid chemistry data. The variation in these EDS analyses also suggests variability in the surface composition, and although part of this variability may be an artifact of the instrument's semi-quantitative resolution, the data were nonetheless fairly reproducible. No significant differences were found between reacted and unreacted seed materials in the position or contour of the 510146 diffraction peak. However, this may simply reflect the difficulty of resolving phases insufficiently different in composition. At this point, it seems safest to conclude that the dolomite phase is probably variable in composition, and that this variation may affect the rate as well. Fig. 13 . Model rate law sensitivity to variation in activation energy. The total dataset was fit using different ⑀ A estimates: 25, 31.9, 42.1, and 48 kcal mol Ϫ1 . Left: Change in order and frequency factor. Right: The overall rate constant at 25°C shows a dependence of ϳ0.3 log units per kcal.
RELEVANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO NATURAL CARBONATE MINERALS
One of the key issues to resolve in the dolomite problem is the relevance of experimental data collected at temperatures far in excess of surface environments. Given the extrapolated rates of dolomite precipitation at 25°C or lower, it is doubtful that any experiments conducted at these temperatures, outside those capable of atomic scale resolution, will be able to observe dolomite formation directly on laboratory time scales. To illustrate this point, the time required to precipitate sufficient dolomite to give 10 percent of the original mass of seed material has been calculated, given the following starting conditions: 0.001 m NaHCO 3 , 0.01 m MgCl 2 , and sufficient CaCO 3 dissolved to given saturation with respect to calcite as we increase temperature. Figure 14 shows the results of these calculations. In a closed system, the rate law in its current form predicted that hundreds of years of laboratory observation would be required to detect this extent of reaction. In a 0.5 m matrix of NaCl, decrease in activity coefficients and increased complexation retard the rate further. The time required shortens considerably if the starting concentration of MgCl 2 is increased to 0.05 m; however, tens of years are still required at 25°C.
The case studies of natural dolomite precipitation presented in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) support the observation that dolomite currently forming in low temperature environments responds strongly to increases in carbonate alkalinity, supplied either by aragonite dissolution or bicarbonate production during sulfate reduction.
Fig. 14. Model reaction times for low temperature dolomite growth. The time required to precipitate sufficient dolomite on a fixed substrate surface area to yield 10 percent increase in mass relative to the substrate is estimated as a function of temperature. Three different curves are calculated, all containing 0.001 m NaHCO 3 and sufficient dissolved CaCO 3 to bring about calcite saturation: 0.01 m MgCl 2 , 0.01 m MgCl 2 in a 0.5 m NaCl matrix, and 0.05 m MgCl 2 . The times estimated for 25°C reactions (10 1 to 10 2 yrs) suggest that direct laboratory observation under these conditions is infeasible. Note however, that the time required for reaction at ϳ50°C, although still lengthy, are not unreasonable, in qualitative agreement with the results of Malone, Baker, and Burns (1996). This effect is at least partly borne out by these data, in which the log rate 5 is a strong function of saturation index, which in turn mostly reflects the change in carbonate ion availability. These data (with few exceptions) reflect a more or less constant ratio of calcium to magnesium and thus are inadequate to evaluate how the rate may be influenced by changes in cation ratio, or by other influences such as ionic strength (although the use of activities versus concentrations in the rate expression to some extent accommodates this term).
The overall relevance of experimental kinetic data for the dolomite problem also depends on whether one can point to features common to other carbonate phases formed in both natural and laboratory systems. Two important observations can be made:
1. Significance of growth textures.-Although the data are insufficient to establish a quantitative relationship, the growth features observed appear to be a function of the extent of supersaturation. Growth at lower degrees of supersaturation occurs as layers in apparent syntaxial continuity with the original grain surface. These layers closely resemble those developed in published calcite growth kinetics experiments (compare figs. 3 and 4 with 9, Shiraki and Brantley, 1995) and imply a mechanism of polynuclear growth, in which the surfaces accrete through the growth, spread, and coalescence of multiple nucleation points.
At high supersaturations, in addition to what may be secondary nuclei forming on the seed surface, larger rhombic crystals form via the aggregation of submicro-sized nuclei. Figure 5 clearly shows newly forming ''skeletal'' crystals whose orientation bears an obvious crystallographic relationship to the underlying substrate seed material. This style of growth, in which larger crystals form as aggregates of small nuclei, appears quite similar to that described by Carballo, Land, and Miser (1987) in supratidal dolomite forming in contact with little-modified seawater (compare fig. 9 , p. 158, Carballo, Land, and Miser, 1987) .
These observations are significant for two reasons. First, they imply a certain continuity with calcite in terms of the overall mechanics of crystal growth at low relative supersaturation. Thus it is likely that the transitions in mechanism predicted from classical nucleation and crystal growth theory (for example, growth via screw dislocation, growth rate proportional to defect density), perhaps not surprisingly, can also be applied to dolomite, assuming that sufficient measurements are feasible.
Second, the fact that syntaxial growth could be sustained at low overall saturation index, often with little or no ''induction period,'' is relevant to the growth of both synthetic and natural dolomite. Previous experimental work has focused almost exclusively on the conversion of calcite to dolomite (that is, ''recrystallization''). The difficulty in forming dolomite at sedimentary temperatures in this type of experiment is a large part of the original dolomite problem (Arvidson, 1998) . However, the overall reaction in this case involves the removal of available mineral substrate, through dissolution of reactant CaCO 3 . This dissolution thus acts to remove surface area that would otherwise offer potential growth sites. In contrast, the data presented in this work imply that syntaxial growth on existing surfaces can be sustained at low supersaturations, whereas formation of discrete heteronuclei as seen in figure 5 requires significantly higher supersaturation.
2. Significance of other coprecipitating carbonate phases.-Other phases, including magnesite and magnesian calcite, also formed, often as intergrowths in intimate contact with new dolomite surfaces. Magnesian calcite formed at very low (pure calcite) supersaturation. However, there is no indication, either from reacted fluid history of surface analysis, that magnesian calcite acts as any kind of precursor to dolomite growth in these experiments. This observation is direct contrast to earlier synthesis work, discussed in Arvidson and Mackenzie (1997) , in which dolomite is formed through reaction of CaCO 3 and (Ca,Mg)Cl 2 solutions. The appearance of magnesian calcite in these earlier experiments has been cited elsewhere (for example, Katz and Matthews, 1977) as evidence that it plays a role as a reactive intermediate.
No evidence of this relationship was found. On the contrary, the nucleation and growth of calcite typically arrested or at least severely diminished the rate of dolomite precipitation. In fact, much of the challenge of our experiments conducted at high supersaturations was to promote dolomite precipitation without the advent of calcite nucleation and growth. The relationship between dolomite and calcite is thus more accurately described as competitive, and is consistent with the relationship observed by Wenk and Meisheng (1993) at Abu Dhabi, in which aragonite, magnesian calcite, and (proto)dolomite are observed as an intimate mixture of phases that nonetheless do not necessarily form a reaction series.
The observation that dolomite competes poorly with metastable magnesian calcite, at least under the conditions of these experiments, implies that rather specific conditions must persist in order for dolomite to dominate in terms of mineral distributions. The growth of sedimentary dolomite under conditions of greatly elevated alkalinity concentrations, for example by way of sulfate reduction, thus may not be purely a matter of grossly elevated supersaturations and implies additional dependencies, perhaps on the ratio of Mg 2ϩ to Ca 2ϩ activity, not explicitly described by the rate law in its current form.
Are the dolomite overgrowths formed in these experiments simply calcium-rich, disordered synthetic phases having little relevance to mineral formation at earth surface temperatures? They are not simply magnesian calcites-ϳ15 mol percent magnesian calcite did form but is identifiable from XRD and SEM data as a distinct, although clearly metastable, phase. The activation energy of this calcite phase, based on figure 11, would be Ͻ12 kcal mol Ϫ1 . It is indeed likely that both the cation disorder and solubility of the surface dolomite phase of these experiments are higher than the underlying substratethis is suggested both by the theoretical calculation of activation energy from magnesium ion dehydration enthalpies ( fig. 11) , and the 170°C dissolution of previously formed material despite calculated supersaturation with respect to ideal dolomite (run Ti10). However, poor cation ordering and excess calcium are hallmarks of Holocene dolomite as well, as discussed in Arvidson (1998) . In addition, the initial precipitate in many sedimentary minerals is typically imperfect with respect to order and contaminants: the magnesian calcites themselves are excellent examples, containing excess water, sodium, sulfate, and bicarbonate, and surface defects, in addition to anion positional disorder introduced by magnesium substitution (Busenberg and Plummer, 1986; Mackenzie and others, 1983; Morse and Mackenzie, 1990) . These positive contributions to free energy are lost during subsequent episodes of recrystallization during diagenesis, resulting in the formation of a stable, low-magnesium calcite. The question is whether first-formed protodolomites react along similar stabilization pathways and are thus precursors to the stoichiometric, well-ordered phases typical of Paleozoic sequences.
In summary, experiments designed to measure dolomite precipitation rate over a range of temperature and solution composition have yielded model parameters for a reaction rate law having a simple dependence on saturation index. Precipitation rates measured at 196°/176°C give an activation energy for the overall precipitation reaction of 31.9 Ϯ 1.6 kcal mol Ϫ1 . This value is ϳ10 kcal mol Ϫ1 less than the estimate obtained from Gaines (1968) . Comparison of these energies with those estimated from a comparison of hydration enthalpies of Ca 2ϩ versus Mg 2ϩ suggests that Mg 2ϩ dehydration is a major component of activation energy, with the remaining energy involved in cation ordering. Selective fitting of rate data yields an overall reaction order of 2.26 and a pre-exponential frequency term of 1.05 (log 10 units). This yields a rate constant at 25°C of 10 Ϫ22.3 . As in any empirical kinetic model, the values of these parameters are modeldependent. The combination of high activation energy and relatively high order yield a reaction that is strongly sensitive to changes in both temperature and saturation state. Extrapolations to laboratory conditions suggest infeasibly long reaction times at 25°, but with significant improvement at slightly higher temperatures.
Growth textures observed in these experiments suggest syntaxial growth through aggradation of existing steps dominates at lower supersaturations, with evidence of distinct heteronuclei only observed at supersaturations of log (⍀ Ϫ 1) տ 2. In the latter case, growth appears to proceed by the agglomeration of small nuclei to form larger crystals. The growth of magnesian calcites (ϳ15 mole percent MgCO 3 ) where observed appears to outcompete dolomite for available dissolved components, and thus largely buffers dolomite precipitation subsequent to its appearance.
CONCLUSIONS
The principal results can be summarized as follows: 1. The rate of dolomite precipitation, measured in a steady-state dolomite-seeded reflux reactor over a range of temperatures at fixed bulk composition and at variable composition and temperature, is shown to be a strong function of temperature and solution composition. Influence of the solution composition is treated by inclusion of an estimate of the saturation index (⍀) relative to ideal, ordered dolomite. Influence of temperature is described by a classical Arrhenius-type formulation, resulting in an overall simple expression of the rate: Selective fitting of rate data gives values for activation energy (⑀ A ), pre-exponential frequency factor (A), and reaction order (n) of 31.9 kcal mol Ϫ1 , 10 1.05 , and 2.26, respectively. The value for activation energy can be compared with those computed from other sources and with those estimated through consideration of heats of cation hydration. This comparison suggests that Mg 2ϩ dehydration represents a significant component of ⑀ A ; an activation energy associated with cation ordering was estimated at ϳ10 kcal mol Ϫ1 .
The composition of the dolomite forming in these experiments calculated from solution mass balance and EDS spectroscopy of growth surfaces is calcium-rich, with values typically between 55 and 58 mol percent CaCO 3 . Based on these compositions, comparison of activation energy, and evidence of dissolution in certain runs, the dolomite forming in these experiments is most likely protodolomite, sensu Graf and Goldsmith (1956) , with a solubility greater than that of the underlying dolomite substrate.
2. Growth textures observed in these experiments resemble those in published experiments for calcite precipitation on seed crystals. The style of growth varies according to the extent of supersaturation, with lower supersaturation promoting simple migration of surface steps and kinks. Higher supersaturations are associated with the development of complex nucleation centers consisting of submicron-sized nuclei. These particles appear to accrete in patterns apparently controlled by the crystallography of the underlying substrate. These textures also resemble those observed in low temperature natural dolomites developing in supratidal sediments in contact with pore fluids of near-marine composition.
3. The effective dolomite precipitation rate is maximized when there is no competition from other carbonate phases, in this case principally magnesian calcite. Calcite appears to nucleate rapidly given even slight oversaturation, and those experiments in which growth of both phases could be monitored showed calcite to form essentially at the expense of coprecipitating dolomite. SEM/EDS analysis of growth textures show fine-scale intergrowths of calcite and dolomite layers in apparent crystallographic continuity, raising the possibility that such developments are twins with shared axes. Magnesite was also observed at bulk magnesium to calcium ratios similar to seawater, forming small, subhedral rhombic crystals. In contrast with the common perception, no evidence could be found that magnesian calcite acts as a reactive intermediate. Although the approach to a steady state reaction was variable in duration and direction, no distinct trends could be found in terms of evolution in composition of the newly precipitating solid.
The strong dependence on temperature and saturation state observed in these experiments suggests that it is the overall low rate of dolomite precipitation relative to competing carbonate phases at surface temperatures that determines dolomite's abundance in a sedimentary regime. Consideration of the relationship between dolomite and calcite in terms of activation energies also suggests, however, that small increases in temperature would yield significant increases in dolomite precipitation rate relative to calcite, particularly in cases where calcite is either minimally supersaturated or undersaturated.
Solving the dolomite problem demands resolving the discrepancy between modern and ancient abundances of dolomite. Modern apparent fluxes of magnesium to the dolomite ''reservoir'' are very small, and seawater exchange cycling at mid-ocean ridges currently serves as the primary Mg sink. However, if the abundance of dolomite reflects its absolute precipitation rate in the environment, the high sensitivity of the rate to changes in temperature and seawater chemistry raises the possibility that past environmental shifts have altered the fluxes of magnesium to carbonate versus basalt reservoirs. Although the control and history of seawater composition has long been of interest, recent work tends to be largely dismissive of the importance of dolomite (Hardie, 1996; Stanley and Hardie, 1998) . These relationships will be explored in a companion paper. 
